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Which Key Indicator does this impact against?  
1. The engagement of all pupils in regular physical activity (including 30 mins daily activity)  

2. The profile of PE and sport is raised across the school as a tool for whole-school improvement 

3. Increased confidence, knowledge and skills of all staff in teaching PE and sport  

4.Broader experience of a range of sports and activities offered to all pupils  

5. Increased participation in competitive sport 



 
 

 
Mr Collantine the PE & Sport Lead at Caedmon Primary School is a big advocate of sport psychology and 
implementing positive thinking, being able to control your own emotions and the impact this can have on both 
sporting and academic performance.  After a couple of weeks of working at Caedmon, he realised that the children 
would benefit greatly from adopting a positive mind set and increasing their self-belief in all aspects of their day. He 
saw children with great physical and academic potential with little or no self-belief and confidence. The children did 
not have a mission of what they wanted to achieve or why they wanted to achieve it.   He also recognised that this 
could benefit the whole school improvement agenda by helping close the achievement gap and transform the culture 
of the classroom. 

 

Caedmon Primary started by creating positive mind management values that Mr Collantine would deliver during 
PE lessons across the whole school. The children were taught how to recognise resilience through being 
physical, they shaped their hopes and fears and learned about winning and losing through PE challenges and 
competitive opportunities and they built resilience through a commitment to daily activity. However, this was not 
enough. More time than just in a PE lesson was needed to implement the ideas and have the desired impact. A 
positive mind management lesson, taught by the PE lead, was added into the year 5 curriculum for a trial run.  

 

 

The programme was designed to find out: 
 
- What the children want to succeed in? 
- Their WHY. Why do they want to 

succeed? 
- Planning how they can get there  
- How to overcome challenges  

 

The key teachings were:  
- Improved self-belief  
- Learning resilience and how it feels to be resilient  
- Winning and Learning  
- Their hopes and fears 
- Visualise/feel optimum performance and how to 

achieve this  
- To feel comfortable out of their comfort zones 

This was delivered this through:  
- Presentations  
- Physical activity sessions  
- Sharing personal 

experiences  
- Group discussions  
- Pupil lead sessions  

 

 
At the beginning of every half term, the children set short, medium and long-term goals about what they want to achieve. The lessons focus on 
a value or a theme, things such as ‘What’s your WHY’, ‘Who are you?’, ‘Feeling Resilience’, ‘Winning and Learning’. These lessons are very 
interactive and there is a focus on the pupils being able to feel the value, as actually feeling the value creates a deeper connection and retention 
levels are higher.   

 
During the lessons, the children put plans in place to be able to achieve their goal; they know if they focus on their journey, they will get to their 
destination.  The goals could be physical challenges, sporting achievements, and personal behaviour changes or cover curriculum elements 
such as spelling or numeracy improvements.  At the end of the half term, the children review if they have it reached their goals. If they have not, 
we find out why and devise a new plan. 

Caedmon Primary school is an average sized primary school with 329 children on roll.  It is located in the 
Grangetown area of Middlesbrough and is a member of the Redcar & Eston School Sport Partnership. Mr 
Collantine is the PE Lead for the school and he implemented a programme of positive mind management. 

Why 

What 



 
 
The children learn about sport psychology and different methods they can implement: ‘the psychological gap’ - look at where they currently are, 
where they want to be and how they can close that gap by rising where they are. This is important to help them take ownership of themselves 
and believe they can keep high standards they set. In addition, the children have been taught about the ‘logical levels of change’ (used in 
psychology and neuro-linguistic programming) which, when understood help them reach their optimum performance and enable them to control 
their own emotions.  This in turn will impact upon their behaviour and performance when representing the school at competitions, their attitude 
towards their own personal challenges and help them prepare for SATs exams in Year 6. 

 

 

 

 

 
The year 5 class has benefited hugely from the Positive Mind Management lessons and has 
created a burning desire in their attitude to learn, to improve, to believe and that they can 
achieve anything they set their minds to.   
 
The children now have a mission of what they want to achieve, from things such as spelling 
test scores, improving their handwriting, improving their running time, aiming to be active 
every day or to hit 90% and over on their tests. Having a mission, writing down and revisiting it 
has held them accountable and now they take ownership on their success.  
 
These lessons have been inclusive to all. The children with little self-belief, who lack in 
confidence to express themselves, who also had low participation levels, have now 
progressed to believe in their voice, to believe in their ideas and have an enthusiasm to 
participate.  
The children’s self-belief and confidence has really developed, one girl had always had little 
participation in class, would never stand up to speak and was reluctant to participate in-group 
discussions. Six months later, she can now stand up and speak to the whole class to share 
her own ideas, she has become a leader in the classroom and now helps others with low 
confidence or self-belief as she shares her experience of how she overcome these challenges.  
Positive Mind Management has had an impact on the higher achievers, as they have become 
more resilient and determined to overcome tough challenges, they have a greater desire not to 
just settle where they are but to strive to reach where they want to be and they have come to 
understand, they can inspire others to greatness. Setting goals has helped the high achievers 
to stay motivated and energised to succeed.  

 
• Children have begun to create short term and long-term goals for themselves – goal 

setting. They have been able to create, implement and follow a set plan to help them 
achieve the goals they have set. – Organisational and planning skills. 

• The intervention has given the children the confidence and self-belief to try to achieve 
goals they previously did not believe possible. 

• They have been taught a variety of coping skills to help deal with tough challenges, control 
their emotions and be resilient, especially at competitions and when faced with physical 
difficulties. 

• The children have now become accountable for their own success in the classroom, on 
the playground and in competitive opportunities. 

• The children demonstrate improved willingness, motivation and attitudes to learning.  More 
children choose to participate in activities and desire to represent the school at 
competitions. 

• We have recognised an improved overall focus and concentration. 
• A proportion of the year 5 children were reluctant about taking part in the programme due 

to a lack of understanding and confidence issues. They are now enthusiastically 
participating.  

• Some children have found the programme challenging and have overcome these 
challenges – 1 child previously attended counselling due to lack of belief and low 
confidence and is now creating goals and understanding how capable they are in the 
classroom and is now enjoying participation in activity at playtimes. 

• Parents have been very responsive, positive and welcomed this approach with open arms 
after seeing how the children have progressed in their PE lessons, in competitions and 
particularly with the progression in their academic work. 

 

Behaviour 
Change & 

Impact 

 

“It has been fantastic to witness this 
and at times, I have become 

emotional when I see where the 
children were, to where they are 

now.” 
Mr Collantine 

(PE & Sport Lead) 

 

“The positive mind management 
lessons have had a great impact in 

the classroom. Children’s 
participation levels have increased, 

especially the less confident 
children, who now become more 
involved in lessons, which have 
helped their overall focus and 

concentration. The children work 
harder with their work, as they 
know they have goals set, they 

want to achieve. I am very pleased 
Mr Collantine has helped the 
children develop into a better 

version of themselves, and this has 
made it better for me as their 

classroom teacher.” 
 

Miss Watts (Y5 Class Teacher) 



 

Initially rolled out to year 5 as a pilot scheme – Caedmon Primary now plan to implement 
this approach into the KS2 curriculum for the next academic year and embed positive 
mind management into PE lessons for KS1 children. 

 

 

Next Steps 


